T ++s(A, A, B) (A~B)~s(A,B, X) (AvB)~s(A, T, B)
-ιA ++s(A, X, X) .
Instead of 5 we could as well use the ternary propositional function s x for which we have There is no binary indigenous Sheffer function for {-•, Λ, V}. This can be inferred from the following. If/were a binary indigenous Sheffer function for intuitionistic {->, Λ, V}, it would also be an indigenous Sheffer function for classical {->, Λ, V}, because every equivalence provable in the Heyting propositional calculus is a two-valued tautology. And that there is no binary indigenous Sheffer function for classical {-*, Λ, V} is shown by surveying all the binary two-valued propositional functions.
Let fι and f 2 be «-ary propositional functions in the Heyting (or classical) propositional calculus. Then/ and/ 2 are mutually equivalent iff for some permutations Pi and P 2 of the sequence A u ..., A m in the Heyting (or classical) propositional calculus we can prove f\(P\) ++f 2 (P 2 ). It follows easily that if S\ and s 2 are defined in terms of classical <-• and v, they are indigenous Sheffer functions for classical {->, Λ, V}. Since it is not difficult to show that in that case S\ and s 2 are nonequivalent, the Heyting propositional functions s x and s 2 are also nonequivalent. Now we introduce the ternary propositional function / which is an indigenous Sheffer function for the whole set {-+, Λ, V, -I}. This function is defined by -,A 2 ) ) .
Then in the Heyting propositional calculus we can prove -*A++t(A,A,A) (AvB)~t(A, B, -iB) ±++t(-*A,A,A) (A~B)~t(A y ±,B) T~t(A 9 ± 9 A) (A-+B)++t(AvB, -L, B) (A/\B)++ t(A vB, ± y A++B) .
To obtain an ft-ary (n > 3) indigenous Sheffer function for {-•, Λ, v, ->} just substitute B x Λ . . . Λ B n _ 2 We conclude this note with a question. What is the number of mutually nonequivalent ternary indigenous Sheffer functions for {->, Λ, V, -1}? This number (which is, of course, finite in the classical case) is greater than one. It is easily shown that functions like the following 
. In this paper Kuznetsov shows that there is no indigenous Sheffer function for {->, Λ, V, -1} with fewer than five occurrences of variables when written in terms of ->, Λ, V, and -1. The function t does not contradict this result, since when it is written in terms of ->, Λ, V, and -1 it has more than five occurrences of variables. Kuznetsov also anticipates [1] in demonstrating that there is no binary indigenous Sheffer function for {->, Λ, V, ->}. Another paper relevant to our topic is [6] , which treats of criteria for Sheffer sets in the Heyting propositional calculus.
